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Abstract 
Due to increase in current knowledge in holdings companies, this paper aimed at studying the 
important topic of knowledge transfer in holding companies of Paxan. The main object of this study 
was to identify the structure of knowledge transfer from the parent company to subsudiaries with 
identifying the characteristics, goals and used mechanisms by Paxan and Nashreno Company in 
subsidiaries companies. At the end of the twentieth century, tendency towards industrial clustering 
was the turning point in the industrial and technological development programs in most countries of 
the world. Benefit from the efficiencies of scale and concentration and returns from collective action 
cause to create condition of competitive advantage and success in economic growth and export 
development in international environment. Nowadays, industrial clusters are followed in almost all 
countries of the world. IN Iran, tendency towards debate on industrial clusters has been considered in 
scientific associations, and decision-making and development programs. It makes subsidiaries 
management much easier be done over functions; and it turns managers' perspective to the current 
method. The population consisted of holdings companies of Paxan. Organizational knowledge transfer 
methods and the ways of organizing them were investigated by distributing questionnaires and 
collecting data. By using the methods of entering and clustering samples, four general methods were 
derived for transferring knowledge from parent company to subsidiary companies in which 
mechanisms, targets and different features can be expected. Holding companies of Paxan take benefit 
from interest-based knowledge transfer methods with organizing financial control, balance- based 
organizational knowledge transfer methods with organizing strategic control and communication 
based method with organizational strategic planning more than the other methods. The results can be 
used for needs assessment for knowledge transfer, selection of appropriate structure for holding 
offices or knowledge transfer with regard to facilities and restriction of the newly established or older 
used holdings; and they caused to develop future research in this area. 
Keywords: knowledge transfer, holding,, objectives, characteristics, financial control, strategic 
control, strategic planning; 
 
1. Introduction 
In a general sense, analysis of the "cluster" can be seen as a set of activities by which the views from 
the fields of geography sciences, management, social sciences and economics are at the service of 
economic growth in the region. Cluster analysis can help to analysis of the growth of wealth in the 
regional economy; and it can create more effective policies by providing effective intellectual 
meanings of intra-sectoral and inter-sectoral dependencies and creating a single image of the regional 
economy. Competitive developments of global markets in the last decade shows the formation process 
of companies which work together according to property relations or a strategic cooperation 
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agreement under the name of holdings (Torabi, 1387). In addition, today, the world of economy is 
moving from manufacturing plants towards economical plants whose essential element is information 
and knowledge (32TWalzak32T, 2005); In today's knowledge-based world, its management is a key to 
success and leadership (Wang-Cowham, 2008). Besides, management of the basic elements rather 
than management include cultural creation in which the sharing of knowledge responsible for creating 
a competitive advantage is encouraged. The culture of creation includes creation and transfer of 
knowledge ( 32TWalzak 32T, 2005). Knowledge transfer can help as an assistant director to deliver the 
necessary information or instruction to subsidiary companies in the management of the subsidiaries 
considered as the key to the survival of holdings. To determine the structure of this, in first step, it is 
necessary to study and investigate various aspects of the holding and knowledge transfer. In fact, 
clustering includes division of heterogenous population into a number of subsets that are more 
homogeneous and belongs to the clustering. Clustering is different from classification because in 
clustering, there is no predetermined classification. Indeed, there is no predefined class in clustering; 
and values are placed together in a group based on the similarity of their intrinsic. In the present study 
after introduction, we are going to describe the research literature and address the basic question; then, 
we are going to describe methods and discuss about the results of the statistical analysis and define the 
strategic goals of knowledge transfer to subsidiaries and mechanisms used by Paxan Company; and at 
the end, we will discussed about conclusion.  
 
2. Theoretical research 
The concept and definition of cluster 
Data mining is a tool, not a magic wand. Data mining does not mean that you sit comfortably on your 
side and data mining tools do all the work.  Data mining will not delete the need for recognition of 
data and data analysis tools and experts in these fields. Data mining just helps analysts to find patterns 
and relationships between data. Also in this case, the recognized relations should be tested and 
investigated by real data. Data mining can be used for: 

1. prediction of future events based on past trends 
2. Classification of objects and people to identify patterns 
3. Classification of objects based on attributes and characteristics 
4. Identification of events that may occur simultaneously. 
5. Identification of events that one causes the other. 

Theoretical background of phenomenon of clustering or aggregation was first stated by 1TAlfred 
Marshall 0T1T 0Tin the theory of economies of aggregation. In the framework of this theory, small companies 
are natural rivals as well as members of the independent network. The effects of aggregation can be so 
pronounced that competitive advantages can be defined in the framework of aggregation. The concept 
of industrial clusters still has some ambiguities in the definition and application just because of the 
lack of adequate strength theories. However, the concept of industrial clusters was suggested by 
Porter in 1990. After that, various definitions of an industrial cluster were presented. Industrial 
Clusters generally are defined as a group of businesses and non-commercial organizations; and the 
key element for the group is their competitive action. The things that connect these clusters together 
are mutual relationship among firms as buyer and supplier of each others' needs, use of the common 
technology, the common purchaser, common distribution channels, consultation and storage of public 
labor.  
Competitive companies create competitive clusters; and finally economic attractions will cause 
clusters to be closer to each other. However, some researchers emphasize on the role of social capital 
in mutual cooperation between firms in a cluster; but it would happen that the benefits of participating 
in the cluster not to be transferred to some of member firms. Nonprofit organizations members of 
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cluster include universities, colleges, governmental industrial development programs, non-
governmental organizations as a non-governmental organization (NGO), local and non-local 
associations, chains interfaces and etc. these elements have been considered as related supporting 
institutions in literature of cluster. It is considered as the key elements of successful clusters. In 
practice, the definition of industrial clusters is difficult. Especially, if one wants to define all aspects 
of our proposed clustering, the dimensions of space and time are important factors influencing on 
clustering policy which affects the decision of the clustering application. On the other hand, Data and 
materials used may enforce limits on the cluster definition.  However, in the following, various 
definition provided by different researchers are provided and then we will conclude an acceptable 
definition for the purposes of this study. Sometimes, we are asked to look at a big picture but in many 
cases, it is too vague for understanding. A large database may contain a large number of variables and 
have very high dimensions and a complex structure that even the best techniques of data mining with 
best direction are not able to extract meaningful patterns. In many cases, the problem is not that the 
model is not available; but the problem is that there are too many models.  
Sectoral and geographical concentration of firms is named clustering.  Such a focus would benefit 
from economies outside. Cluster would attract agents in remote markets and help the emergence of 
specialized services in the technical, financial and administrative areas (Humphrey & Schmitz, 1998). 
In other word, clusters are groups of companies and organizations located in specific geographic areas 
which form a group interrelation of products and services (2003Ketels,). When the man was 
confronted with complex questions, he learned to break it into smaller questions as each part of 
speech is stated easier. For Example, if you are asked to describe the color of the woods, your answer 
may include the relationship between the colors of the leaves of various trees, the season, the Earth 
and others. In order to answer, you have enough knowledge about the forest and hundreds variable 
relevant to the forest, indeed, Season, tree species, soil acidity and etc are the things used to form 
clusters of trees that have the same color. Although, in many cases, it seems that there are greater 
number of clusters in a series of high morbidity; but we have no idea how to define policy. This is 
where techniques such as self-diagnosis clusters are discussed. Indeed, Cluster detection method is 
models which find the data values  similar to each other. These sets of inherent similarity are known 
as clusters. This method is a data mining method without direction. Many techniques such as 
geometric methods, statistical methods and neural networks are a good way to start clustering 
analysis.  
Strength points of this method 

• Automatic detection of cluster is actually a knowledge discovery technique. 
• This method works well on the classified, numerical and textual classification. 
• It is very simple to use.  

Weaknesses of the method 
• It is difficult to correctly determine the distance and weight. 
• This method is much more sensitive to the initial parameters. 
• Interpretation of the resulting clusters is not so simple. 

 
3. Uses 
When we face with very large and complex set and a large number of variables and complex internal 
structure of the data, clustering is a great tool. At the beginning of a data mining project, clustering is 
the best technique for start.  By the way, it is rarely recognized as the only tool.  When the automatic 
detection of clusters finishes in the data space that includes similar records, other data mining 
techniques will have a better chance to discover rules and patterns. Therefore, an industrial cluster 
includes a set of commercial and non-commercial companies located in one geographical location in 
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an economic region which establish vertical and horizontal linkages with each other in order to 
produce one or more corresponding final product for external economies; Besides competition with 
each other, in many cases, they have collective cooperation and common action. Communication 
within the firms will reduce costs and facilitate access to institutions, science and technology 
production and markets and meet customer needs.  
Knowledge transfer 
In the growing world of today, knowledge transfer is very valuable concept which causes the 
organization to move forward and bring them to the concept of competitiveness. (Cordey-hayes,  
1996). According to King (2006), knowledge transfer is a unidirectional relation among individuals, 
groups, or organizations in which receiver of knowledge have: 1. the cognitive understanding, 2. the 
ability to apply knowledge. King extracted this definition from Argote (1999) and 1TGothenburg 1T (2000). 
Accordingly, both sides should be involved in every transaction, parties involve in knowledge 
transfer, including source (holder of knowledge) and a destination (where knowledge is transmitted). 
The things which transfer in the process of knowledge transfer, is one of the intangible assets of the 
knowledge that goes during the transition process from the source. In this paper, the transfer which 
takes place within organizations have shared common interests in which implementation of 
knowledge transfer makes the richness of resources on both sides.  
Knowledge transfer in companies run in series 
Holding companies have one or more of the Company's shares for the purpose of exercising control 
over subsidiaries. Thus, it is clear that holding company do not deliver the products (goods or 
services) directly. The property of holding companies is shares of the subsidiaries. Based on the 
factors effective in understanding the characteristics of the holding, scientists divided the existing 
management methods into three management style. In the following, we will briefly describe each of 
these styles. Holding companies usually involve in planning and decision-making of subsidiaries in 
light of strategic planning. Indeed, parent (central) company defines the general direction for all the 
companies. In this style, generally, financial control of planning is delegated to the business. The role 
of the committee includes management which has ability to create added value by creating standards 
and evaluating the performance.  In light of strategic control, subsidiary companies adjust their 
programs, but the parent (central) company control and monitor the planed program. This style is the 
most popular among other styles. There are many strategic processes in holding companies which one 
of them is knowledge management which includes knowledge transfer. Holding companies can 
increase the competitiveness of companies with the use of all assets in the series including knowledge 
(Toojan, 2008). To achieve its goal of producing goods or services in the best way, they should 
gather different knowledge from various sources. Grant (1996) considered this action as integration of 
knowledge as the main role of the organization. Also, in order to guide holding companies, they 
should transfer knowledge to their companies in order to plan and implement effectively (Toojan, 
1387).   It is not possible unless the parent (central) company have enough information about suitable 
methods to transfer knowledge to their subsidiaries (Torabi, 1387).   It is necessary to know, each 
experience of knowledge transfer is unique (Wang-Cowham, 2008).  
Methods of knowledge transfer from the parent (central) company to subsidiaries 
The process of knowledge transfer in organizations was marked by Paula (Paula, 2006). Respectively, 
the steps are as following:detection of the opening and closing activities, the result of the process 
(objectives) or the output and at the end, the inputs (mechanisms). Then, activities forming processes 
and their relationship with each other should be identified. In the last step, the exact characteristics of 
the resources needed to carry out activities and the way of using these resources should be shown. 
One of the features by which organizational knowledge transfer methods are identified can complete 
the process of organizational knowledge transfer by means of  amount of investment or time, cost or 
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dedicated staff by source of knowledge transfer (the parent( central) company as well as functions. 
The past experiences in transfer based on the number of transfers are leading indicator in amount of 
investment in this regard which can meet the needs for investment. Another feature discussed can be 
dominance of the parent (central) company on provisions of knowledge transferred. In addition, the 
tacit knowledge transfer is another feature of knowledge transfer which makes transfer difficult. 
Moreover, to facilitate transfer, on one hand, Source should strive to adapt knowledge to 
organizational field of receiver. On the other hand, after having transferred, receivers can adapt their 
knowledge to organizational context. After transferring, Understanding the source of a receiver's 
ability to comply with the content of an organization may affect the way of transferring.  The 
willingness and ability and desire all the same have great importance in companies transferring 
knowledge. Dependence on theory of knowledge skills was stated by Solanaceae in 2000 due to the 
fact that outputs and results of continuous knowledge transfer are measured by the application of 
knowledge. Received knowledge application is very important for the conceptual knowledge transfer 
evaluated according to the receptor activity in relation to received knowledge as well as general 
management of knowledge. 
Knowledge transfer output can be profitable, the basic objective of all transactions in every 
organization. Also, in holding companies, with knowledge transfer, it is possible to take advantage of 
resources of firms (open source) and share capabilities, economies of scale and at the same time to 
provide high strength. Communication enrichment is considered by Quer and Te'eni (2006) as one of the 
main objectives of the use of computer tools for transferring organizational knowledge. Also, creation 
of knowledge by subsidiaries with combining the attracted knowledge from the parent company or 
knowledge sharing between organizations, in particular, by focuses on the network are also the main 
objective of the study. Moreover, sharing knowledge managed by the parent organization (the central) 
in networks of knowledge transfer give it good reliability as a partner. Also, about the mechanism, by 
the study of 1TMaltzke1T' communication model, the importance of matching of mechanisms with 
organizational context of receiver are shown. As well, with regard to the possibilities and limitations 
of each mechanism, in each knowledge transfer, specific mechanism are used which of them help us 
remove barriers to knowledge transfer and make them reality (Laura Zapata, 2009). There are many 
mechanism of knowledge transfer which in this study, the use of some of them is discussed. 
Mechanisms based on documentation and knowledge transfer in writing as well as the source of 
knowledge transfer was suggested by Bower and Nolan (1998). Taki (2004) argued about knowledge 
transfer from developed countries to developing countries by the transfer of expertise. Also, 
knowledge transfer directly and from person to person was introduced by them unlike methods based 
on documents. The joint space between the receiver and transmitter such as bulletins or information 
systems are another common mechanisms in this study investigated. In addition, training classes for 
knowledge transfer were investigated by Richard Tregaskis in 2006.  Inspection and knowledge 
transfer within it was discussed by Thomas Stewart in the same year.  
 
4. Cluster and its constituent elements 
Data mining is the process of analyzing large volumes of data in order to extract useful and important 
information, meaningful patterns and rules by using automatic and semiautomatic advanced tools. 
Such data may be stored in databases, data warehouse or data repository. For many organizations, the 
goal of data mining can improve the marketing, sales and customer service operations through a better 
understanding of customers, recognition of unusual pattern, prediction of future based on previous 
experience and improvement of the current working methods.  Data mining includes: valid, unknown, 
understandable and reliable data extraction process from large databases and use of it for decision-
making on important business activities. The term of data mining refers to the semi-automated 
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analysis of large databases in order to find useful patterns.  The new approach proposed today in 
industrial and regional development issues are more comprehensive than views of Peru and 
Hirschman. In this approach, with regard to the existing natural, human, organizational and 
institutional advantages, areas should pay more attention to the development of a limited number of 
clusters and facilitate various aspects of organizing the clusters. In this way, they can act successfully 
in national and international marketing and take more valuable parts of the value chain of related 
products and be able to reform and modernize the existing structures in the ups and downs of the 
world (Iran-Nejad and Razavi, 1381). The main elements of a cluster can move together toward 
specialization and the adoption of specific professional identity, thus reduce their costs. They can 
exploit internal and external economies of scale and the fixed and movable cost from aggregation. 
Interdependence of domestic firms and institutions of an industrial cluster is the key to success and 
the identification of a cluster. The relationship between firms is formed through intermediaries and 
cooperative atmosphere which make its public, state and local institution easier. State institution and 
infrastructure planners have strategic role in the provision of physical infrastructure, offering 
numerous services and facilities such as funding from the cheap loans, financial services and credit, 
supply of information system and coordination of the different departments and regional, political and 
economical institutions with industry and trade associations, banks and other institutions. Thus, it can 
be seen that cluster-based industrial development facilitates spiritual and material wealth with the 
involvement of regional institutions, and increase and formation. Supportive service institution 
provide condition for access to education at all levels, manpower training, technical harmonization 
and standardization programs, development of qualitative and technical plans and productive 
programs, Successful implementation of the same quality management programs (ISO) at different 
levels,  firm commitments to customers, facilities of firm against legal services in the formulation, 
Implementation of economic agreements and litigation and also the successful implementation of the 
program of research and development with providing specialized services to businesses of clusters. 
Sectors of communication of institutions play their own role through the creation of an appropriate 
reserve of labor at different skill levels, the storage of technical service expertise in the field of repair 
and maintenance of machinery as well as a store of social capital with regard to joint group and 
individual action of firms within the cluster. 
  
5. Interdependence of firms and institutions in a cluster 
Nevertheless, link within clusters occurs in two species of the vertical and horizontal linkages. In the 
vertical link, different stages of production or production phase and joint services are done in local 
complex. In the horizontal link, similar institutions that produce a particular item and are competitor 
are concentrated in one place. At the same time, although, they are competing with each other, they 
cooperate with each other in some fields (Maskell, 2002). 
Reserve of skilled and professional workforce, presence of producers of intermediate goods, presence 
of supportive institution, facilitation of information flow and technological models, facilitation of the 
formation of public services and businesses such as financial services, insurance, marketing, legal, 
education, counseling, etc in a place called cluster aggregation will lead to reduce costs and 
specialization, which have necessitated the establishment and support of clusters in the local economy 
and make the process of its formation logical. 
 
6. Cluster formation process and its results 

• There is a store of skilled labor and specialist 
• The presence of intermediate goods producers 
• Facilitation of the flow of information and technology 
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• Facilitation of the development of public services business 
• Gathering together in a specific geographical place 
• Reduction of costs 
• Specialization 
• Increase in competitiveness in exports 

The advantage of the formation of clusters can be outlined as follows: 
1. Clustering facilitates the mobilization of financial and human resources. 
2. In clustering, small and low-risk investments can be divided into stage. 
3. Clustering provides a basis for the rise and development of small companies. 
4. In clustering, companies can create opportunity to accumulate capital and skills often 

unconsciously and sometimes consciously. 
5. Increase of competitiveness in international markets and export. 

The most important feature of clusters is the achievement of collective efficacy, subject to the 
following conditions: 

1. Early and Late formation of linkages between firms within the cluster 
2. Strong exchange of information between companies, institutions and individuals within 

clusters that creates innovative and creative environment.  
3. There are varieties of physical and institutional infrastructure that supports specific activities 

in the cluster. 
4. Commercial networks and efficient trade links with large and remote markets. 
5. The formation of social and cultural identity that includes shared values and the role of local 

entrepreneurs in the local environment which facilitates mutual trust. 
The question that arises here is that what methods are used to transfer knowledge in Paxan holding 
companies? 

 
 

Figure 1: Types of knowledge transfer methods 
 
7. Methods 
The method of this study is to find principles or general rules for the effective implementation of the 
process of knowledge transfer from the parent (central) to subsidiaries in fundamental holding series. 
Theoretical concepts make the study practical in order to improve communication between parent and 
subsidiary companies. In addition, this study is a descriptive survey (statistical survey) done by the 
distribution of the questionnaire, thus, in summary, we can say that the study has fundamental and 
applied objectives; and in terms of data collection, this is a descriptive – survey. By using Cochran 
formula and Morgan method, the needed sample size was about 75 people. Two questionnaires were 
used for data collection that one of them was for identification of organizational knowledge transfer 
method and the other was for identification of the type of holding. In the attached table, you can see 
variables of different level in the questionnaire and their places in the used questionnaire. Cronbach's 

differrent methods 
of knowledge 

transfer 

characteristics 

The content factor of 
knowledge 

practical factor 

capital factor 

elements 
objectives 

mechanism 
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alpha was used to assess the reliability of data collection. Reliability was confirmed by obtaining 
value of 0.856 for the questionnaire of knowledge transfer and 0.927 for the questionnaire of 
organizational method. To assess the validity of this article, factorial validity of the questionnaire was 
used that with value of 0.845, the validity of the questionnaire was confirmed. To estimate the validity 
of the second questionnaire, the formal validity was used done by experts in KT and management of 
holding. Then, in order to summarize variables and have access to a limited number of factor of 
knowledge transfer features, the principal components analysis are used in this regard. With 
hierarchical cluster analysis, by entered method and evaluating the results of agglomerative (Alberto, 
2008), variety of techniques of knowledge transfer are transferred; and by variance analysis, its 
objectives and mechanisms are tested. 
 
8. Findings 
With the implementation of exploratory factor analysis to identify the structure of characteristics of 
knowledge transfer and with reducing the number of data, KMO index was obtained which shows the 
adequacy of the sample size for factor analysis. Then, with squared multiple correlation (R2) for 
relevant variables, variable of cultural differences was removed from the factor. Thus, we will have 
13 variables in 3 factors which will shows 90.07% of variance together. Then, with the help of the 
rotated matrix componentsP0F

1
P as orthogonal, the following table is obtained.  

 
Table1: The definition of constituent factors of features of transfer method 

Factor3(capitall factor) Factor2(practical factor) Factor1(content factor) 
Variable 2, the amount of 
resources consumed by the 
parent company to transfer 
knowledge 

Variable 1, during the period of 
application of received 
knowledge from the parent 
company by subsidiaries 

Variable4. The ability and desire for 
subsidiaries to comply the organizational 
content with content of received knowledge 

Variable 3, the amount of 
resources consumed by 
subsidiaries to receive 
knowledge 

Variables6, the utility function 
of subsidiaries by using the 
received knowledge by the 
parent company  

Variable 9, the effort of subsidiaries to 
match its organizational content with 
content of received knowledge from parent 
company   

Variabl7, the experience of 
the parent company to 
transfer knowledge 

Variables13, applying the 
received knowledge from the 
parent company by subsidiaries 

Variable 10, the effort of the parent 
company to comply the content of sent 
knowledge with the content of received 
organizational content (subsidiaries) 

 Variable 14, general 
management of the received 
knowledge from the parent 
company by subsidiaries 

Variable5.dominance of the parent company 
as sender of knowledge over the content of 
the knowledge transfer to subsidiaries 

  Variable 8, the tacit knowledge that is 
transferred. 

 
Then, with hierarchical clustering, the samples are classified into four clusters in terms of factual 
features with entered method in 88 stage the same as the methods of knowledge transfer ( note that in 
this paper, the clusters are obtained based on the features of knowledge transfer), four of the resulting 
company were named in the following way. 

 
 Figure 2 - Distribution of methods of knowledge transfer in various Iranian Holding 

                                                            
1 A process for modifying the axis of factor in order to achieve significant and simple factors 

objective 
based … 

balance 
based … 

relation 
based … 

tool based 
transfer … 
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We will compare and investigate the extracted factors in each of the methods of knowledge transfer 
between the parent company and subsidiaries. First, inequality of the mean of the constituent factors of 
features in each of the methods of knowledge transfer was confirmed by performing the Kruskal-
Wallis test. Then, to identify the mean of each factor in each group and the distinction between them, 
variance analysis was used.  
 

Table 2: Description of the methods of knowledge transfer in terms of constituent features 
test F Tool based 

method 
Relation based 

method 
Balance based 

method 
Objective 

basedmethod 
Total 
mean 

features 

35.967* 3.43 3.57 3.08 2.52 3.21 Content 
factor 

134.813* 1.43 4.57 3.03 4.52 3.64 Practical 
factor 

283.584* 1.35 4.28 4.54 1.89 3.67 Capital factor 

Note: These statistics are derived from a 5-Point Likert-scale question. 
  
There were significant differences in factors related to the content of knowledge transfer in all groups 
except between 3 and 4. There were significant differences in factors related to the application of 
received knowledge in all groups except between 3 and 1. There were significant differences in 
factors related to the capital of transferred knowledge in all groups except between 3 and 2. In the 
end, the following table was obtained by boundary analysis. In this table, low indicates mean score 
significantly less than the world average, average indicates the equivalent mean score and high 
indicates mean score significantly higher than the global average score. 
 

Table 3: Analysis of different methods of transferring in terms of features 
high average low  

Group3&4 Grouup2 Group1  Content factor 
Grouup1&3 Group2 Group4 Practical factor 
Group2&3 Group1 Group4 Capital factor 

 
It can be seen that group 1 has a low level in Factor 2 (functional agents); but in factor 1 (content 
factor) has a high level. In addition, this group has a medium level (close to the average level of the 
world) in factor3 (capital factor). Group 2 did not have low level in none of the factors. This group 
has close level close to the average level of the world in the first and second factors. Group 3 has high 
level in 3 factors of knowledge transfer features. In the end, fourth group has low level in the second 
and third level and high level in the first factor. An in-depth study of the factors was performed by 
using another two variance analysis on strategic goals transfer and the transfer mechanism (Table 4). 
The study of the average of goals shows that the main purpose of knowledge transfer in all Paxan 
holding companies is to increase profitability in the series and the least important of them is sharing 
knowledge. To explore these differences and analysis of organizational knowledge transfer objectives, 
variance analysis was used. Thus, the table below is obtained. 
 
Table 4: Comparison of methods of organizational knowledge transfer In terms of strategic objectives 

test F Tool 
based 

method 

Relation 
based method 

Balance 
based 

method 

Objective 
based 
method 

World 
mean 

Objectives of the study 

0.137 4.50 4.56 4.48 4.50 4.52 Helping to run the macro strategy 
of holding 

0.08 4.53 4.56 4.52 4.50 4.53 Profitable growth in all groups 
150.26* 4.50 4.59 4.55 1.43 4.07 Increasing the ability of 
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subsidiaries in compliance with 
conditions of trade variable 

38.186* 1.50 1.44 1.48 3.00 1.71 Sharing knowledge 
248.21* 1.40 4.63 4.61 1.36 3.74 Manage relationships with 

subsidiaries and enrichment of 
their communications 

163.379* 4.70 4.81 2.79 3.00 3.76 Benefiting from the feedback 
effect 

189.697* 2.90 4.69 4.64 1.36 3.94 Confidence in subsidiaries to the 
parent organization(central)  

*143.340 4.50 2.81 4.67 1.57 3.49 Knowledge creation 
Note: These statistics are derived from a 5-Point Likert-scale question. 
 
To detect a significant difference between the mean, we can use F-test and boundary analysis of mean 
in the case of smaller or larger than the mean of the two groups and divide them into homogenous 
groups. Thus, in the following table, average indicates mean score significantly less than the world 
average, relatively "minor points" indicates mean score significantly less than average; and important 
indicates mean score significantly higher than the world average(table5).  
 

Table 5: difference between groups in terms of strategic objectives of knowledge transfer 
Important relatively 

"minor 
points" 

minor 
points 

Objectives of the study 

Group2&3&4  Group1 Increasing the ability of subsidiaries in compliance with 
conditions of trade variable 

Group1 Group2&3&4  Sharing knowledge 
 Group2&3 Group4&1 Manage relationships with subsidiaries and enrichment of 

their communications 
Group4&3 Group1 Group2 Benefiting from the feedback effect 

Group2&3&4  Group1 Confidence in subsidiaries to the parent 
organization(central) 

 Group2&3&4 Group1 Knowledge creation 
 
Due to the high level helping to run the macro strategy of holding of Paxan and Profitable growth in all 
groups, these objectives can be found in all four methods.  Except that it can be seen that the objective 
of knowledge sharing in objective based method is the most important. For balance based method, the 
feedback effect is higher than other objectives except for the purpose of sharing knowledge and profit. 
Except for the objective of sharing knowledge the least important, other objectives of relation based 
method has been crucial. For tool based method, Knowledge sharing and enrichment of relationship 
with its subsidiary companies is not paramount importance. In addition, these companies which use 
this method to establish trust in subsidiaries with knowledge transfer have relatively "minor points". It 
shows descriptive statistics of the use of knowledge transfer mechanisms at each organizational 
knowledge transfer methods. The results are summarized in the following table: 
 

Table 6: Comparison of transfer methods in terms of the used mechanisms 
test F group 

4 
Group3 Group2 Group1 The 

average of 
the world 

the used mechanisms 

2.74* 80% 34% 33% 36% 39% Knowledge transfer with video conference 
5.29* 30% 69% 76% 29% 61% Knowledge transfer in periodic meetings AGM 
7.39* 40% 78% 27% 36% 48% Knowledge transfer in the individual or the group 

(personalization( 
0.148 80% 75% 82% 79% 79% Knowledge transfer by a person responsible for relations 

with subsidiary companies (coding( 
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7.427* 70% 28% 30% 86% 43% Knowledge transfer in writing by fax or email. 
2.577 60% 69% 67% 29% 61% Knowledge transfer in writing by post 

1.694* 70% 69% 64% 36% 62% Knowledge transfer using a common IT system with 
subsidiaries 

5.817* 40% 72% 27% 29% 45% Knowledge transfer with installing it on a bulletin board 
or in sight of subsidiaries 

0.158 40% 38% 33% 29% 35% Knowledge transfer with holding exhibitions which 
deliver desired knowledge to subsidiaries.  

6.433* 80% 28% 27% 71% 40% Knowledge transfer with dissemination of knowledge to 
subsidiaries on the internet or portal and forum 

3.348* 30% 59% 52% 14% 46% Knowledge transfer through periodic inspections of 
subsidiaries 

7.381* 20% 69% 21% 29% 39% Knowledge transfer with sending some experts to 
subsidiaries 

0.076 70% 75% 76% 79% 75% Knowledge transfer with training seminars 
0.038 70% 69% 67% 71% 69% Knowledge transfer with holding scientific association 

and the knowledge transfer to subsidiaries 
Note: data in the above table is obtained by answering the questions of the two options (use or non-use)P1F

2 
 
F-test was used to identify significant differences; and significant (marked with *) were evaluated on 
the basis of probability ρ less than 0.05%. Thus, with an overall average rating of the mechanisms 
used, the listed mechanisms can be estimated. Thus, we get the following table: 
 

Table 7: Comparison of the mechanisms based on the use of all holding methods 
• Knowledge transfer by a person who is responsible for relations 

with subsidiary companies (coding) 
• Transfer of knowledge by holding seminars 

Mechanisms much used 

• Knowledge transfer in periodic meetings AGM 
• Transfer of knowledge with the use of a common IT system with 

subsidiaries 
• Transfer of knowledge with the use of a common IT system with 

subsidiaries 
• Knowledge transfer with holding scientific association and the 

knowledge transfer to subsidiaries 

 
 

Mechanisms usually used 

 
According above table, we can find that except for certain mechanisms often used, other variables are 
more unusual. To confirm the significant difference in the mean, score of each group were compared 
with all other groups. In this way, the use of mechanisms in each organizational knowledge transfer 
method was divided into three groups: low, medium, and large (Table 8). 
 

Table 8: different methods of transferring in terms of functional mechanism 
Widely used Middle use Less use Mechanisms used 

G4 G 2, 3, 1  Knowledge transfer with video conference 
G 2, 3  G 1, 4 Knowledge transfer in periodic meetings AGM 

G 3  G 1, 2, 4 Knowledge transfer in the individual or the group 
(personalization( 

G 1, 4  G 3, 2 Knowledge transfer in writing by fax or email. 
 G 4, 2, 3 G 1 Knowledge transfer using a common IT system with 

subsidiaries 
G 3  G 1, 2, 4 Knowledge transfer with installing it on a bulletin board 

or in sight of subsidiaries 

                                                            
2 Dummy Variable 
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G 1, 4  G 2, 3 Knowledge transfer with dissemination of knowledge to 
subsidiaries on the internet or portal and forum 

G 2, 3  G 1, 4 Knowledge transfer through periodic inspections of 
subsidiaries 

G 3  G 1, 2, 4 Knowledge transfer with sending some experts to 
subsidiaries 
 
It can be seen that group1 is 16 percent of the sample; and unlike other groups, it rarely uses common 
system with subsidiaries for the transferring of knowledge. This group the same as the fourth group 
(11%) rarely uses periodic inspections of subsidiaries or holding periodic meetings AGM. The second 
group (37% of the sample) as well as the third group (36% of the sample) rarely uses periodic 
meetings of AGM and periodic inspections of subsidiaries for knowledge transfer and the mechanisms 
for the dissemination of knowledge on the Internet or in writing or handling people. The third group 
(36 % of the sample) is known for using knowledge transfer in individual or by installing Bulletin or 
sending experts. The fourth group (11% of the sample) is known for using knowledge transfer with 
holding video conference. 
In the next step by using descriptive statistics, the following graph was obtained. 

 
 

Figure 3: pie chart of frequency of different type of Iranian holding 
 

Data obtained by exploratory data analysis of methods of knowledge transfer in the holding 
company of Paxan is shown in the following figure: 
 

Figure 4: Different methods the transfer in a variety of ways of organizing 
 

9. Discussion and Conclusion 
According to the mean scores presented in the previous section, Iconsidering the frequency of the use 
of the mechanism, or the importance of each strategic objective behind the transfer of organizational 
knowledge, we can recognize mechanisms and specific objectives of each method of organizational 
knowledge transfer. 
Objective based knowledge transfer method is known for low investment in the transfer of 
knowledge, high application of the received knowledge, and adaptation of content of knowledge 
transfer with the content of the recipient organization. The main purpose of this method is knowledge 

financial 
control 17% 

strategic 
control 48% 

strategic 
planning 
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sharing, used mechanism, getting help from agencies such as the Internet and email or fax in order to 
transfer knowledge in written to the subsidiaries. In balance based knowledge transfer method, time 
and usual investment are spent for knowledge transfer, application of received knowledge is normal, 
at the same time, the uses have willing and ability and high effort to comply with less tacit 
knowledge. Holding face to face meeting is the most widely used mechanism in this method; and the 
main purpose of the application of this method is to establish trust in the receiver and enrich their 
communications and also increase the ability of subsidiaries ( receiver of knowledge) in order to 
become flexible in changing conditions in the world of business and technology. In relation based 
method, sending experts and inspection of subsidiaries and the transfer of knowledge face to face and 
dissemination of knowledge in areas such as bulletin visible to the receiver has high usage. As well, 
the following points are of its characteristics: spending too much time and investment for knowledge 
transfer and high effort of subsidiaries in order to comply with the received knowledge. In this 
method, all objectives of balance based method as well as the feedback from subsidiaries are 
followed. Tool base transfer is known with high application of received knowledge; spending time 
and investment for knowledge transfer, high use of mechanism for holding remote meeting or 
dissemination of knowledge on the internet portal and forum or any mechanism that are used instead 
of human. According to the findings, the mentioned knowledge transfer method is different in a 
variety of ways of organizing holding; and the balance based method of knowledge transfer is the 
most widely used method in this collection. Tool-based methods are not applicable. 
In the following table, extracted knowledge transfer methods are defined. The data in this table, 
mechanisms or goals that were important and widely used by all groups, does not define special 
methods because of the generality of the table. 

 
Table 9: The final definition of the types of organizational knowledge transfer methods in 

holding companies 
Tool based methods Relation based methods Balance based 

methods 
Benefit based 
methods 

 

11.2% 36% 37.1% 15.7% Percent of 
samples 

high high medium low Capital factor 
high high medium high Practical factor 
low high high medium Content factor 
VVOIP 
Knowledge transfer 
with dissemination 
of knowledge on the 
Internet 

Personalization 
Knowledge transfer 
with installing it on the 
bulletin 
transfer of knowledge 
and sending experts 
Knowledge transfer 
through inspection 

AGM AGM 
Knowledge 
transfer with 
dissemination of 
knowledge on the 
Internet 
Knowledge 
transfer in writing 
by fax or email. 

Much used 

Knowledge transfer 
through a system of 
joint space 

Knowledge transfer 
through inspection 
Knowledge transfer 
with sending experts  

Knowledge transfer 
through inspection 

 

 

All used 
mechanism 

Knowledge transfer 
 

Establishing trust in 
subsidiaries 
Increase of capability 
in order to comply 
with changing trade 
condition 
Enrichment of 

Establishing trust in 
subsidiaries 
Increase of 
capability in order 
to comply with 
changing trade 
condition 

Knowledge 
sharing 

 
Strategic 
objectives 
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relation with 
subsidiaries 
 Benefiting from the 
feedback effect 

Enrichment 
management 
relation with 
subsidiaries 

 
• Paxan Company enjoy 71% of the financial management of objective based 

organizational knowledge transfer method 
• Paxan Company enjoy85% of strategic management of balance based organizational 

knowledge transfer  
• Paxan Company enjoy 69% of strategic management of objective based 

organizational knowledge transfer  
• Paxan Company enjoy 40% of financial control management and strategic control 

and  20 percent of strategic control management of tool based organizational 
knowledge transfer 
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